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Abstract

Currently, charting data in much of the U.S. Arctic North Slope is inadequate or nonexistent and most of its areas have not been updated since the early-1950s. Although the charting infrastructure is out of date, ship transportation (such as, fishing and transit between the towns) has increased. NOAA conducted a preliminary multibeam survey in 2013 that reached Point Barrow, AK. However, all the Arctic North Slope remained untouched. Previous studies have shown that satellite-derived bathymetry (SDB) is a useful reconnaissance tool in tropical and sub-tropical waters in clear water conditions, especially over sandy seafloor. However, it is very difficult to extract good information over the Arctic using a single satellite image, especially over the U.S. North Slope. The glacial powder from land reduces the water clarity that limits the light penetration depth. Also, this turbidity is not uniform along the coast line and may affect the calculations. In this paper, a new SDB approach was developed that compiles multiple satellite images to extract only areas that were identified "clear" by comparison (i.e., minimum water clarity change between two satellite images). Preliminary results using Landsat 7 imagery from 1999-2002 and Landsat 8 imagery from 2013 are presented.

Introduction

NOAA's publication, "Arctic Nautical Charting Plan – a plan to sustainable marine charting transportation in Alaska" (NOAA, 2013), discusses the need to ensure sustainable marine transportation throughout the Arctic. Accordingly, the infrastructure that supports safety, environmental protection, and commercial efficiency must be enhanced. Modern updated nautical charts of the appropriate scale can provide the foundation for improving transportation in the area. However, currently, charting data in much of the Arctic is inadequate or nonexistent. According to the NOAA's U.S. Coast Pilot (NOAA, 2010), much of the Bering Sea area is “only partially surveyed, and the charts must not be relied upon too closely, especially near shore. The currents are much influenced by the winds and are difficult to predict; dead reckoning is uncertain, and safety depends upon constant vigilance.” Apart from a recent survey (2013) near Point Barrow area, most of the U.S. Arctic North Slope has not been updated since the mid-1940 to early 1950, depending on the region (Figure 1). This out of date charting infrastructure poses a challenge as ship transportation (mainly, energy, fishing and transit between the towns) has
increased over recent years. As part of NOAA’s Marine Chart Division's (MCD) periodic review, NOAA’s Arctic charts are now being assessed for survey planning and prioritization. The goal of such an assessment is not to directly produce chart updates, but rather obtain quantifiable information related to the amount of change since the last hydrographic survey upon which the charted information is based.

This paper presents the development of one of the tools used in this assessment, satellite-derived bathymetry (SDB). Due to the water turbidity and other environmental conditions in Arctic, it is not possible to generate reliable bathymetry using a single satellite image that assumes uniform water clarity. This modified SDB procedure derives bathymetry from only areas that are considered "clear" using multiple satellite images over the same areas and only area.

![Figure 1. Existing and Planned charts overlaid along the central and eastern Arctic U.S. coastline. The numbers indicate the chart scales (Based on NOAA, 2010).](image)

**Satellite-derived bathymetry**

Satellite-derived bathymetry procedure provides a simple reconnaissance tool for hydrographic offices around the world. The procedure is already in commercial use and its steps are documented in public literature (e.g., IHO, 2013; Pe'eri et al., 2014). The satellite imagery provides repeatable coverage of remote areas. In this study, imagery from Landsat 7 and Landsat
were used because of their footprint coverage areas. With 185 km swath, five to six images are sufficient to cover the whole U.S. North Slope from Point Barrow up to the Canadian border.

The concept of single-image SDB began in the late 70’s and over the past few decades has been investigated by international hydrographic offices (e.g., SHOM and UKHO). The most common approach used for deriving bathymetry is an optimization approach using band ratio calculation (Stumpf et al., 2003; Philpot et al., 2004). Key steps in the procedure include:

**Pre-processing**– Satellite imagery is downloaded based on the geographic location and environmental conditions (e.g., cloud coverage and sun glint) had to be used.

**Water separation**– Dry land and most of the clouds are removed.

**Spatial filtering**– ‘Speckle noise’ in the Landsat imagery is removed using spatial filtering.

**Glint/cloud correction**– Radiometric contributions from sun glint and low clouds are corrected.

**Applying the bathymetry algorithm**– The bathymetry is calculated using the blue and green bands.

**Identifying the extinction depth**– The optic depth limit for inferring bathymetry (also known as, the extinction depth) is calculated.

**Vertical referencing**– A statistical analysis between the algorithm values to the chart soundings references the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) to the chart datum.

**The Arctic environment**

This single image SDB procedure has proven itself as a reconnaissance tool in tropical and subtropical waters, especially over sandy seafloor. However, the Arctic is a more complex environment. The water in the arctic are considered non uniform turbid water conditions (Secchi disc measurements of 3-4 m) with mixed-sediment seafloor (glacial powder/mud, sand and gravel). In addition to the water column and seafloor conditions, ice is present on the water surface most of the year, which makes it challenging to estimate its bathymetry from satellite imagery.

Because of its geographic location, many resources are required for each survey campaign. Until recently, it has been positioned as a low priority because of its accessibility and vessel traffic. According to the charts and the NOAA's survey descriptive reports, the sounding over the Arctic North Slope are from the early 1950s or earlier. Single image SDB results produce elevation datasets with erroneous bathymetry. The cause for these errors are sediment plumes that vary over time.
Multiple image satellite-derived bathymetry procedure

The ability to separate turbidly that produces "false bathymetry" areas from the actual bottom bathymetry is not trivial. We assume that the calculated depth difference between bathymetry models over areas containing clear waters or waters with very small amount of suspended sediment will not be any elevation difference. This assumption was confirmed after investigating worldview-2 (WV-2) imagery over Elson Lagoon inlet, AK (Figure 2). Difference maps between SDB solutions (models) to the reference soundings and difference maps between two SDB models from different time periods showed similar patterns that are typical to turbidity patterns expected around inlets. Thus, differences in elevation between two SDB models is correlated with turbidly.

![Difference map between two satellite-derived bathymetry models using worldview-2 (WV-2) imagery over Elson Lagoon inlet, AK.](image)

**Figure 2.** Difference map between two satellite-derived bathymetry models using worldview-2 (WV-2) imagery over Elson Lagoon inlet, AK.

The use of the clear water criteria allowed to remove areas that were observing scattering in the water column and extract only the areas that optically-deep for bathymetry. An example for that is provided in Figure 3, where the distribution of the depth differences between all the chart soundings to the SDB model seem to random and not correlated to depth (Figure 3a) compared to depth difference results over clear areas that show a closer distribution around the mean (Figure 3b).
Figure 3. Depth difference results using WV-2 imagery over Elson Lagoon inlet, AK: (a) scatter plot showing the depth differences between all the chart soundings to the SDB model and (b) scatter plot using only sounding from areas that were identified as clear water conditions.

Accordingly, the multiple image SDB procedure has a few additional steps that were added to the single image SDB procedure:

**Pre-processing** - Ice or cloud coverage are removed from the images using a similar procedure to the water separation.

**Applying the bathymetry algorithm to all images** – the bathymetric model is calculated for all images available over the area of interest.

**Generating depth difference maps** – A difference map is calculated for each pair of SDB models. For example, four SDB models will provide six pairs (difference maps).

**Histogram balancing** - One difference maps is selected as the reference. The histograms of the other difference maps are matched to the histogram of the reference difference map.

**Identifying the clear water areas** - Only areas that contain small changes (up to 1% change) are kept. These areas are then compiled together.

**Vertical referencing** – A statistical analysis between the compiled clear water areas to the chart soundings references is used to reference the bathymetry to the chart datum.
Results and conclusions

Preliminary processing of the multiple SDB approach was conducted over the Arctic North Slope (Figure 4). The areas were processed in five footprint areas based on the images coverage (Landsat imagery is typically acquired over same footprints during the satellite's life cycle). Each footprint area contained between three to five images from periods ranging from 1999 to 2013. The calculated extinction depth was between 4 m to 6 m, depending on the acquisition date of the imagery. The results showed success to derive bathymetry near Point Barrow, AK and some areas in the center of the Arctic North Slope. Further work is conducted to evaluate the procedure.

Figure 4. Preliminary results from the multiple imagery SDB approach over U.S. Arctic North Slope using Landsat imagery.
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